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CHROMacademy is the world's largest
eLearning website for analytical scientists
Packed with practical information that will help
improve your skills and productivity in the lab

1000’s of eLearning Topics
HPLC / GC / Sample Prep
MS/ Infrared / Basic Lab Skills /
Biochromatography

The Essential Guide
Webcast & Tutorial Archive
Over 70 training topics covered
by industry experts

HPLC & GC
Troubleshooting and
Virtual Lab Tools

Ask the Expert - 24hr
Chromatography Support

Assessments

6 Video Training Courses

User Forum

Application Notes
& Articles

Become the lab expert
with our HPLC and GC
Troubleshooters

Test your knowledge,
certificates awarded
upon completion

Communicate with others
interested in analytical
science

Our experts will answer your
questions within 24 hours or less

Fundamental:
HPLC / GCMS / GC / LCMS
Method Development:
HPLC / GC

The latest Application notes &
LCGC articles

“CHROMacademy is chock full of informative and interactive modules that
address virtually every aspect of modern separations. It is an indispensable
tool & brilliant source for understanding the technique” Kevin A. Schug, Ph.D.
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CHROMacademy is used across the globe by over 40,000 members to
help increase their knowledge, efficiency and productivity in the lab.
With a vast library of high-quality animated and interactive eLearning
topics, webcasts, tutorials and troubleshooting tools we can help you
refresh your chromatography skills or learn something completely new.
So what makes CHROMacademy an indispensable tool?
1000’s of eLearning topics
CHROMacademy is the world’s largest eLearning website for analytical
scientists, containing 1000’s of interactive learning topics - Lite members have
access to less than 5% of our content. Premier members get so much more!
HPLC | GC | Mass Spec | Sample Prep | Infrared
Basic Lab Skills | Biochromatography
Each channel contains e-Learning modules, webcasts, tutorials, tech tips,
quick guides and interactive tools and certified assessments with over 3,000
pages of content we have something for everyone.
When it all goes wrong... premier members can “Ask the Expert”
At no extra charge our dedicated team of analytical experts are on hand
to help fix your instrument and chromatographic problems, offer advice on
method development & validation, column choice, data analysis and much
more. Simply email or phone the support team and we will get back with a
solution in less than 24 hours.
Webcasts and Tutorials - The Essential Guides
With over 60 hours of on demand webcasts covering all aspects of separation
science CHROMacademy is not only the biggest eLearning website for
analytical scientists but also the most prolific with new content added weekly
by our industry experts.
Our HPLC and GC Troubleshooters are helping create future experts
As a Lite Member you can access our troubleshooters but only Premier
members can view our extensive library of resources. Premier members learn
not only how to fix their problems but more importantly how to prevent them
recurring.
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6 Video Training Courses

Fundamentals of HPLC, GCMS, GC, LCMS | HPLC & GC Method Development

Watch, listen and learn with our new video courses. Each course contains 4 x
1.5 hour video training sessions, released over 4 weeks, with full tutor support
and certification.
Certified courses with tutor support - Premier Members Only

HPLC & GC Operator Course | HPLC & GC Method Developer Course

Our tutors will be on hand to answer your questions as you progress through the
course material.

Convincing the Boss!

High quality training doesn’t just benefit you, it benefits the people
for whom you work and the people you work with. We are certain that
training with CHROMacademy will make you a more valuable asset to
your company. Let’s see if we can help you convince the powers that
be.
HOW MUCH! - $399.00 l £245.00 l €350.00
Our Premier membership fee is a bargain.
For the comparable price of a single Face to Face training course,
CHROMacademy offers 100’s of hours of learning content across multiple
subjects and gives members the opportunity to delve further into the
science. From Basic Lab skills to more advanced subjects like HPLC Method
Development we are convinced that you will quickly learn new skills and
become more productive in the lab - return on investment guaranteed.
Up-skill your lab - Remember that the cost of hiring outside candidates greatly
outweighs the costs of promoting within, employee development is essential to
secure the success of any lab and CHROMacademy is an inexpensive solution
to the Professional Development question. Per dollar spent CHROMacademy
out performs other courses, books and expensive conferences.
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Don’t have Time for Training
A lab staffed by more knowledgable chromatographers will have less
instrument downtime, team members who can foresee and prevent problems
occurring and of course Premier members have real time access to our
industry experts if something does go wrong!
Faster Method Development, more robust lab procedures … understanding
the basic principles of chromatography will help you to quickly develop and
improve methods when either faced with a new set of analytes, or challenged
with reducing analysis times and costs within your laboratory. As well as
helping you understand the basics we will help to advance your knowledge of
modern, advanced analytical techniques.
With our doors open 24/7 time spent learning with CHROMacademy [from your
office or home] will be returned many times over and members don’t need to
take days out of the lab to attend more expensive Face to Face training events.
The information will also be at your fingertips whenever you require a refresher
course.
Our material is designed to be used as either a comprehensive guide to all
aspects of separation science or as a reference site that is easy to dip in and
out of in manageable bitesize sections - simply pick the specific topic you are
interested in and delve into the library of modules, quick guides and webcasts
at your own pace.
Prove it!
How will I prove that I’m learning new skills and using the website?
This is easy - not only will you be able to demonstrate your new found
knowledge in the lab but your progress can be tracked with our online
reporting tools [with management access]. To truly show your command of
the material, each module has an optional assessment with downloadable
Certificates of Completion - perfect for your CPD folder.
How up to date is CHROMacademy?
With new learning material added each month you and your employer can be
confident that CHROMacademy is up to date. From webcasts and tutorials on
Biopharmaceutical analysis to e-Learning modules on modern techniques and
new instrumentation, CHROMacademy is dedicated to keeping it’s members
abreast of the latest trends and advances in our industry.
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Premier Membership Sales
Single user - $399.00 l £245.00 l €350.00 | Group discounts available

Contact email: sales@support.chromacademy.com
Request a quote: Click here for our website submission form

Contact CHROMacademy | Feedback | Requests | Support
United Kingdom
Jacqueline Robertson
phone: 01357 522 961 | email: jacqueline@crawfordscientific.com
USA
Glen Murry
phone: +1 732.346.3056 | email: Glen.Murry@ubm.com
Peter Romillo
phone: +1 732.346.3074 | email: Peter.Romillo@ubm.com

CHROMacademy is the world's largest
eLearning website for analytical scientists
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